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Gamma-neutron pagers make revolution
in combating nuclear terrorism
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ABSTRACT

After the events of September 11, 2001 it became quite evident that to combat terrorism,
nuclear terrorism including, comprehensive measures able to prevent acts of terrorism are
required. One of the important factors that ensure solving this task is technical means that
allow early detection of tolls of terrorism. All the aforesaid is especially true for means of
detection of radioactive materials.

One of the most effective and convenient instruments designed for detection of radioactive
materials, including nuclear materials, are gamma-neutron pagers that are instruments of the
new generation developed in the last year.

These pagers are sensitive, small and rugged monitors designed for detection of special
nuclear materials and other radioactive materials by their gamma and/or neutron radiation.
This detection is based on a comparison of the radiation intensity of an object and a
background. These instruments will immediately inform an individual about the presence of a
radioactive source by audible, visual, or vibration alarm. They are easy-to-operate
instruments and a user does not need to be an expert in nuclear physics or radiation
protection. A pager may be worn in pocket or on a belt ensuring the radiation protection of an
individual. This instrument operates in automatic mode during a labor shift. It is provided with
a non-volatile memory to store information about a history of operation: date and time when
an instrument is turned on/off; the time and radiation levels, gamma and/or neutron, that
exceed the alarm threshold; the current values of the count rate, etc. This information can be
transmitted to a PC.

These instruments can be used as the first level alarming devices at sites where installation
of fixed monitors is impossible or inexpedient. Pagers are relatively inexpensive, sensitive
and small instruments. Therefore it is advised that each person involved in control of goods
transportation, vehicles and people uses such instruments. A number of such instruments,
which individuals wear during performing their usual professional duties, form in a way of
.moving line of control", or moving curtain" which may be very close to objects to be
controlled and thus increase an efficiency of radiation control.
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